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Abstract

In a previous study on the firm size and corporate social responsibility (CSR) participation conducted by Golrida, et al (2017), different result is reported with Udayasankar’s hypothesis (2008) which states a U-shape relationship of firm size and CSR participation. However, it is argued that Udayasankar hypothesis is better applicable in developed countries, while in developing countries an inverted - U shape relationship is found. But, Golrida et al (2017) can only prove the form of relationship using two perspectives stated by Udayasankar, which are operating scale and resources access. The proxy of visibility could not capture the inverted U shape relationship due to measurement problem in the previous study. This study aims at re-examining the relationship between firm size and CSR participation from the visibility perspective by employing two proxies of visibility, which are analyst coverage and news coverage respectively. Indonesian companies are chosen to capture the context of developing country. Content analysis is done in obtaining CSR data of 433 companies listed on Indonesian Stock Exchange on 2012, while the data of visibility proxies are extracted from Thomson Reuters and selected news portal namely, Detik.com. The result of study shows that both visibility proxies, which are Analysts Coverage and Media Coverage form inverted U- shape relationship with CSR participation. The findings in this study contribute to the literature that, the form of firm size and CSR participation relationship in the context of developing countries is different than those in developed countries.
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I. Background

This research emphasizes the importance of country characteristics in analyzing the relationship between firm size and CSR participation. The previous research shows the inconsistent relationship between firm size and CSR participation. Gamh & Dhammari (2016), Tan et al (2016), Shubiri et al (2012), Gamerschlag et al (2011), and Darnall et al (2009), for example, found a positive relationship between firm size and CSR participation. On the other hand, Ebiringa et al (2013) and Nawaiselh et al (2015) indicated a negative relationship between the two variables. Additionally, Pauly et al (2013) argued that both larger and smaller firms possess several favorable and unfavorable characteristics in promoting CSR practices. However, small businesses, in general, will experience more difficulties than their larger counterparts when engaging in socially responsible action, but they will overcome such constraints (Lepot & Heene, 2006).

Udayasankar (2008) argued that the relationship between firm size and CSR participation is not linear in nature. He posits that large sized firms are more likely to have greater involvement in socially responsible activities as they are perceived to be more visible. Small-sized companies may also be equally motivated to achieve legitimacy by doing CSR initiatives. Therefore, Udayasankar (2008) proposed the U shape relationship between firm size and CSR practices.

However, Golrida et al (2017) argue that the hypothesis proposed by Udayasankar (2008) may be only applied in developed countries, where the social, economic, and political conditions are more settled as well as such countries which have higher respect for their political, civil rights, international standards, and balance of power. The argument of Udayasankar (2008) that small companies are also actively involved in CSR practices, may be applied in those countries in which social and law enforcement strongly support CSR parties. Many CSR practices require a huge of resources therefore, it needs strong commitment to do it.

By collecting data from listed companies from Indonesian context, which is a developing country, Golrida et al (2017) shows that two perspectives of firm size which are resource access and operating scale, have an inverted U-shape relationship between firm size and CSR participation.

This finding relates to the culture in this country, where companies that have achieved high position and reputation tend to be reckless and do not put importance on CSR participation. For instance, when a company is still small, they might feel the need for CSR initiatives as the way to increase their reputation, but when the company reaches certain position and gets good reputation, they deem that CSR is not that important anymore and will allocate fund to other activities that are considered more important to the firm. However, Golrida et al (2017) can not reveal the inverted U-shape relationship using the third perspective proposed by Udayasankar (2008) since that research use dummy variable to measure visibility.

The present research re-examines the relationship between firm size and CSR from the attribute of visibility which are analyst coverage and news coverage. This research conjectures that visible firms are the ones that are highly covered in news and the ones that are followed by many market analysts. This research contributes to body of knowledge which is macro analysis about CSR practice among countries.

II. Literature Review and Hypothesis Development

CSR Definition

CSR is not a standalone concept. Instead it is embedded with other concepts such as ethics, citizenship, good corporate governance, and others (Sprinkle & Maines, 2010; Kang et al, 2010; Grosbois, 2012; Zheng et al, 2014; Weber, 2008; Taysir & Pazarcik, 2013). Besides, CSR is a very wide and contextual concept (Mehar & Rahat, 2007).

Some researchers for example, refer to philanthropy actions in defining CSR (Wang & Qian, 2011; Zheng et al, 2014; Brammer & Millington, 2005; Williams & Barrett, 2000; Fombrun & Shanley, 1990), while other focused on environmental and social such as definition published by European Commission (2010).

Due to its nature, CSR has many definitions and the definitions are very conditional as well as dynamic so that it is almost impossible to state a robust definition of CSR. Therefore, debating about the definition of CSR becomes less important if the focus of discussion is to get a comprehensive understanding about CSR initiatives. Orientation toward CSR participation or involvement reveals more meaningful analysis.

Due to its complex characteristic, a perspective is needed to get a better understanding of CSR definition. Company’s perspectives from developing countries, for example, are different from developed countries. Carrol construct (1999) provides a good guidance in explaining the scope of CSR. Carrol (1999) proposed four dimensions of CSR which forms a pyramid construct, consisting of four layers. On the bottom layer is economic dimension responsibility, followed by legal responsibility on the second layer. Ethical responsibility on the third layer and on the top is discretionary
responsibility or company philanthropy. Economic responsibility is basic responsibility and the most mandatory obligation for all companies, followed by legal responsibility. Not fulfilling these two dimensions of CSR, will cause company in trouble. Ethical responsibility is a responsibility which is not regulated by law, but morally companies have to do the responsibility as it is expected by society. However, the discretionary or philanthropy on the highest layer is purely a voluntary responsibility based on company discretionary or meritocracy.

Carrol construct (1999) is a good reference in determining whether a certain action can be classified as CSR or not. Carrol & Shahana (2010) argued that Carrol construct is very useful definition because it specifies the firm’s economic responsibility as a factor to be considered in CSR, and this becomes very important in thinking about the business people, who in particular, think of their economic performance as something for themselves and for the society. Furthermore, the definition separates legal, ethics and philanthropic categories of CSR, and this helps to do a sharper examination of different motive for each category of socially responsible action.

CSR Participation in Developed and Developing Countries

Previous studies tend to analyse CSR practices according to developing and developed countries classification (Beddewela & Herzig, 2013; Jamali & Mirshak, 2007; Baskin, 2006; Baughn et al, 2007; Cappellen & Giuliani, 2004; Chapple & Moon, 2005; Ewing & Windisch, 2007; Kimber & Lipton, 2005; Oliviera, 2006; Qu, 2007; Roper & Weymes, 2007; Welford, 2004). Classification of developing and developed countries in the view of institutional theory (North,1990) generate more homogen country characteristics in analysing CSR practices ( Baughn et al, 2007).

Companies in developing countries practice less CSR compare to those in developed countries due to economic development (Baughn et al.2007). Husted dan Allen(2006) indicated that institutional factors matter in explaining the CSR decision such as governance institutional. Governance institutional in developing countries is generally weaker than those in developed countries (Beddewela & Herzig, 2013; Jamali & Mirsha, 2007).

CSR practices in developed countries are mostly done for strategy purpose. Western European and North American countries for example, conduct CSR initiatives to increase the company’s performances and reputation, and to fulfill the demand from the government to contribute to society development (Kumar & Tiwari, 2011; Mullerat, 2013). Gamerschlag et al (2011) found that CSR disclosure in German companies are affected by their visibility, shareholder structure and US stakeholders. A study by Kan (2012) for US companies stated that CSR is important in building their brands, creating innovative products, becoming more sustainable and become more financially stable.

In developing countries however, CSR practices emphasize the importance of helping each other to seek betterment in the communities (Quazi, 2007; Jamali & Mirshak, 2007; Rajapakse & Fernando, 2014). Bhattacharyya (2015) findings on Indian companies suggested that firms in India conduct CSR practices based on the strong influence of their cultural ethics and values in their society. Quazi (2007) stated that CSR understanding in Nigeria is still largely philanthropic and altruistic.

CSR in the developed countries is more structured. In developed countries, CSR is highly regulated by the government and these regulations serve as the pressure and standard for the companies to implement CSR initiatives. Li et al (2010) stated that institutional factors play an important role in encouraging CSR practices in developed countries.

It is argued that there is lack of a systematic, focused, and institutionalized approach to CSR in developing countries that the understanding and practice of CSR are still grounded in the context of philanthropic action (Jamali & Mirshak, 2007). In developing countries, a CSR practice is less formalized and is not specifically embedded in any code and standard. In these countries, MNCs representatives play a big role in initiating CSR required by the home country of the MNCs.

Companies in developed countries explore more CSR issues. CSR conducts in developed countries also prioritize the environmental issues they have high awareness regarding this matter (Kumar & Tiwari, 2011). For instance, in UK, there are regulations that become the basis for authorized bodies to assess environmental impact of companies, namely Integrated Pollution and Prevention Control (IPPC) Act 1999, which regulated a significantly wider range of pollution sources, and consequently, a larger number of British businesses than any previous legislation (Bichita, 2003). In Japan, the government issued a Basic Environmental Law in 1993, Environmental Reporting Guidelines in 2000 and the Environmental Accounting Guidelines in 2005 to ensure that all companies are aware of their tasks to preserve the environment while operating their businesses. Other than that, the government ministries such as Ministry of Environment and Ministry of Health, Labor, and Welfare also issued statutory laws and various guidelines for social and environment responsibilities (Krukowska, 2014).

CSR practices in developing countries often imitate the CSR in developed countries’ companies. Beddewela & Herzig (2013) identified that CSR practices of multinational companies in developing countries are generally initiated by host company from developed countries. In Bangladesh, for example, CSR practices have largely been influenced by the initiatives of MNCs since this country is exposed to global standards (Quazi, 2007). According to Beddewela & Herzig (2013), MNCs representatives in Sri Lanka play a vital role in pressuring the companies to change their practices to put CSR in higher consideration in conducting their business.

CSR conducted by Indonesia’s listed companies lie in the area of philanthropy. CSR is considered as
social grants and charity issues that may seem obvious to fulfill the demands from stakeholders (Hermawan & Mulyawan, 2014). Even though in Indonesia, there are such as the Limited Liability Company Law No. 40 year 2007 and Law No. 25 year 2007 that encourages companies which operate their business in the field or industry related to the natural resources must conduct socially and environmentally responsible activities, however, the enforcement of the law seems to be weak. Trenchansky & Tsaparidis (2014) collected empirical evidence on Swedish companies and found that the pattern matches the findings of Udayasankar’s study (2008). The study reports high levels of CSR participation of small and large firms, while the levels of CSR participation of middle-sized firms were considerable lower (Udayasankar, 2008, p. 172). The study revealed that the U-shaped relationship between firm size and CSR participation exist as a result of lowest motivation to engage in CSR activities by medium-sized companies (Udayasankar, 2008, pp. 167, 172).

III. Hypothesis Development

Visibility and CSR Participation

Motivation for firms to participate in CSR is related to their efforts to enhance visibility and it is explained by legitimacy theory. According to legitimacy theory, legitimacy is an internal interest of firm or companies to operate inherently with the social and environment values to be accepted by the surrounding society (Deegan, 2002). Legitimacy is a general perception that the actions of an entity are desirable and are in alignment with society’s values (Suchman, 1995). Increased visibility in the public raises the profile of firms, enhancing their legitimacy in the eyes of the related stakeholders (Mehran & Peristiani, 2009). Wang (2013) argued that CSR participation is a response towards public pressure as well as media attention or social visibility resulting from major social incidents. The more visible the companies are, the more their actions and decisions are also monitored by many stakeholders, including the media. Therefore, they need to conduct CSR initiatives to gain legitimacy, thus increasing their social reputations by legitimizing their actions. Ramdhony (2015) stated that companies with higher visibility provide more CSR information disclosure to achieve legitimacy. Gamerschlag et al (2011) found that German companies’ disclosures of all CSR issues are affected by their visibility. Brammer & Millington (2006) found that visibility found strong support for a positive relationship between organizational visibility and philanthropy. However, according to Lepoutre & Heene (2006), small companies even though facing difficulties in doing CSR will overcome such constraints in order to increase their organizational visibility.

Udayasankar (2008) suggested that large-sized firms are more likely to have greater involvement in socially responsible activities as they are perceived to be more visible, thus, non-participation would bring unfavorable impact to those firms. However, he also stated that small-sized firms might be equally motivated to pursue CSR initiatives, considering CSR as a source for achieving legitimacy, and this legitimacy leads to increasing performance, which serves as an incentive for less visible firms to conduct CSR.

P. Golrida et al. (2017) used company criteria of high and low profile as a proxy of visibility. Their study found that high profile companies tend to practice CSR than that of low profile companies. But the research did not reveal the non linear form of the relationship between firm size and CSR as proposed by Udayasankar (2008). Therefore, hypothesis 1 and hypothesis 2 respectively are stated as follows:

H1: Visibility is positively associated with CSR participation.

H2: Visibility is negatively associated with CSR participation

Analyst Coverage

Analyst coverage is useful for firms to signal information about company performances, and increasing their visibility (Hassan & Skinner, 2016). The more an analyst follows the company information, the more opportunity for the company to be known publicly or visible publicly.

Several researchers previously used analyst coverage as the proxies of visibility. For instance, Jung (2012) analyzed the relationship between visibility and stock return. Chang (2012) used analyst coverage to analyze the relationship between firm visibility, and corporate bond liquidity. Another study explored the impact of S&P 500 index inclusion on firm visibility (Bleas & Paul, 2003).

Ioannou & Serafeim (2010) found that firms with higher analyst coverage tend to achieve higher corporate social performance. Firms with more analysts following them will be more visible to the public, thus, those firms conduct CSR to have higher return. However, there are also findings that proposed negative relationship between analyst coverage and CSR participation. The reason for this relationship is that companies have to meet analyst’s expectations or estimations towards their financial performance; thus, they will cut back what they deem as unnecessary spending including CSR activities (Adhikari, 2014). Based on the above, hypothesis1a and hypothesis2a are developed as follows:

H1a: Analyst coverage is positively associated with CSR participation.

H2a: Analyst coverage is negatively associated with CSR participation

News Coverage

Media has become the main source of information regarding current events around the world. Company’s events are also recorded in the news, such as company IPO, big and influential transactions, and other positive and negative events of companies can be accessed through the news that are published through the media.

According to the agenda-setting theory, news in media has strong influence towards public opinion.
Walter Lippmann first wrote the concept of this theory in his 1922 classic, Public Opinion, in which he stated that the news media are a primary source of what we know about the larger world of public affairs (McCombs, 2005). Carroll & McCombs (2003) stated that news regarding firms’ businesses will have impact in forming public’s opinion regarding the firms, and the more the company’s events are reported in the news, the more visible the company would be. Hence, the higher the frequency of companies’ news covered in media, the more visible those companies will be in public.


There are few literatures that relate news coverage to corporate social responsibility such as the researchers conducted by Ioannou & Serafeim (2010) and Ekowati (2014). Ekowati (2014) found that the news coverage measured by dummy variable whether the firms publish CSR news or not, has positive relationship towards CSR participation. However, there are also findings that news coverage does not have any relationship towards the CSR (Nur, 2012). There are companies with low news coverage, meaning that it has lower visibility, still conduct good CSR as a tool to increase their reputation.

Therefore, hypothesis 1b and hypothesis 2b are developed as follows:

H1b: News coverage is positively associated with CSR participation

H2b: News coverage is negatively associated with CSR participation

IV. Methodology

Research Data

This study analyzes the relationship of firm size and CSR participation from the visibility perspective by employing two proxies of visibility which are Analyst Coverage and News Coverage. This research is conducted in Indonesia as a representative of developing countries.

Data of CSR participations are acquired using content analysis method from annual report of companies listed on Indonesian Stock Exchange in the year of 2012. Table 1 provides sample screening of the companies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Sample Screening</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Companies analytics 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Companies that did not provide relevant information about CSR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total companies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data of Analyst Coverage and News coverage acquired from Thomson Reuter and www.detik.com on the year of 2012. Considering that CSR data is acquired through content analysis which take much time to collect the data. Observation period is restricted to one year.

Variable Measurement

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Participation

In this study, Corporate Social Responsibility participation is a dependent variable. The assessment of CSR participation level used in this study is based on the indicators adopted by Sembiring (2005). These indicators are divided into three main categories:

1. Economic:

The economic indicators explain an organization’s sustainability development initiatives which have an impact on the economic conditions of stakeholders and also the economic performance in the region and international path. The economic indicators contain the business information and 16 indicators are used in this study.

2. Environment:

The environment indicators explain an organization’s sustainability development initiatives that are related to the ecosystem, nature, water, land and air. The environmental indicators concern about input from natural resources and materials, the result and impact of the output emission, and waste. It also includes the product responsibility performance and 20 indicators are used in this study.

3. Social:

The social indicators explain an organization’s sustainability development initiatives that affect the social operation. The social indicators consist of the practices of the labors and workers, human rights, and the responsibilities of products that are being produced by the companies in Indonesia. A total of 47 indicators are used in this study.

The analysis is carried out by evaluating the existence of each indicator in company’s annual reports. If the item is disclosed in annual report, it is given a score of 1 and if the items are not disclosed in the annual report, it is given a score of 0.

The measurement formula is:

\[
CSR Participation INDEX j = \frac{\Sigma X_{ij}}{nj}
\]

Notation:

\(CSRP_j\) = Corporate Social Responsibility Participation Index of Company j

\(nj\) = Number of CSR Indicators of company j, nj \leq 83

\(\Sigma X_{ij}\) = (1 = if item i disclosed and 0 = if item i is not disclosed)
Thereby, $0 \leq \text{CSRDI}_{ij} \leq 1$

**Analyst Coverage**

Analyst coverage is measured by the number of analysts who follow the performance of the listed companies and publish the analyst research reports:

$$\text{Analysts Coverage} = \text{Number of Analysts Following the Companies}$$

The data of analyst coverage was extracted from the estimates section provided in Thomson Reuters.

**News Coverage**

The variable of news coverage is measured by the frequency of company news covered in media in one year.

$$\text{News Coverage} = \text{Frequency of Company News covered in Media}$$

We followed several steps to select the media news. First, we used Alexa Rank to find the five best online news portals in Indonesia in the year 2012. Alexa Rank is used because of its credibility and that it is widely used by people to search for best websites all over the world. Furthermore, websites with high Alexa Rank have better image and credibility, as well as more web users (Thakur, 2011). Table 2 provides the top five online news portals for 2012 according to Alexa.com.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>News portal</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Detik.com</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kompas.com</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viva.com</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okezone.com</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tribunnews.com</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Alexa.com

Second, further selection is done towards the five top online news portals which are shown on table 3. We used two criteria in this selection. In the first criteria, the news website provides the function to sort news published for a particular company on a yearly basis. In the second criteria, the results of news search in the related period must include the amount of news exactly as shown in the stated number of news on the websites to enable the researcher to sort the relevance of the news for each company one by one.

From the first criteria, Viva.com, Okezone.com, and Tribunnews.com were eliminated. For the second criteria, Kompas.com was eliminated because even though the portal has year-sorting feature, the amount of news that are displayed did not match the number of news shown in the searching result. For example, the result showed the result of 500 news of a particular company, but they only display 100 news. Finally, Detik.com was selected as the source of data for news coverage.

**Table 3 News Coverage Source Selection**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Online news portal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alexa’s Rank top 5 news portal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News portals that did not provide feature for the function of year selection</td>
<td>(0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News portal did not show all the news in the observed year</td>
<td>(0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Source (N)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Top 5 online news portals 2012

**Method of Analysis**

The descriptive statistic is used to analyze various statistical calculations values such as minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation respectively. This research also conducts multiple regression analysis. The regression process was done through Eviews statistical software. The estimation technique used is ordinary least-squares (OLS). This is the most frequently used method since it chooses the coefficient estimation that minimizes the summed squared residuals (Studenmund, 2011). T-test is used to test level of statistical significance of this coefficient estimation and F-stat is used to examine the fit of the overall model. White test is also performed in this regression model in order to avoid the heterokedasticity problem in the proposed model.

The research approach in this study focuses on the multiple regression models.

This research employs several control variables as was done by Golrida et al (2017) which are: total assets (ASSETS), return on asset (ROA), and debt to equity ratio (DER). These three variables have been considered to have influence in determining the CSR participation. Total assets are being used to measure the firm size (Uwalomwa, 2011). ROA also has influence to determine company CSR (Chih, 2010). Additionally, DER also affects corporate social responsibility (Nawaiseh, 2015).

We extracted accounting data, such as net income, total assets, total liabilities, and total shareholders’ equity necessary to calculate the control variables from company financial statements that are available at Thomson Reuters.

The regression is conducted separately for models 1 until 3 which exclude control variables. While models 4 until 6 include the regression with control variables (total assets, return on assets, and debt equity ratio).

Regression without control variables:

1. $\text{CSRP} = \alpha + \beta_1 \text{ANALYST} + \beta_2 \text{ANALYST}^2 + \epsilon$
2. $\text{CSRP} = \alpha + \beta_1 \text{MEDIA} + \beta_2 \text{MEDIA}^2 + \epsilon$
3. $\text{CSRP} = \alpha + \beta_1 \text{ANALYST} + \beta_2 \text{ANALYST}^2 + \beta_3 \text{MEDIA} + \beta_4 \text{MEDIA}^2 + \epsilon$

Regression with control variables:

1. $\text{CSRP} = \alpha + \beta_1 \text{ASSETS} + \beta_2 \text{ROA} + \beta_3 \text{DER} + \beta_4 \text{ANALYST} + \beta_5 \text{ANALYST}^2 + \beta_6 \text{MEDIA} + \beta_7 \text{MEDIA}^2 + \beta_8 \text{ASSETS} + \beta_9 \text{ROA}^2 + \beta_{10} \text{DER}^2 + \epsilon$
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Regression with control variables:

4. $\text{CSR} = \alpha + \beta_1 \text{ANALYST} + \beta_2 \text{ANALYST}^2 + \beta_3 \text{ASSETS} + \beta_4 \text{ROA} + \beta_5 \text{DER} + \epsilon$

5. $\text{CSR} = \alpha + \beta_1 \text{MEDIA} + \beta_2 \text{MEDIA}^2 + \beta_3 \text{ASSETS} + \beta_4 \text{ROA} + \beta_5 \text{DER} + \epsilon$

6. $\text{CSR} = \alpha + \beta_1 \text{ANALYST} + \beta_2 \text{MEDIA} + \beta_3 \text{ANALYST}^2 + \beta_4 \text{MEDIA}^2 + \beta_5 \text{ASSETS} + \beta_6 \text{ROA} + \beta_7 \text{DER} + \epsilon$

Notation:

$\text{CSRP} =$ Percentage of CSR participation level;

$\alpha =$ The estimate of constant term;

$\beta_1,...,\beta_5 =$ Estimated of regression coefficient of ANALYST, ANALYST$^2$, MEDIA, MEDIA$^2$, ASSETS, ROA, DER;

$\text{ANALYST} =$ Measure of visibility by the number of analysts following the companies

$\text{ANALYST}^2 =$ Measure of visibility by the number of analysts following the companies quadratic function;

$\text{MEDIA} =$ Measure of visibility by the frequency of company news in Detik.com

$\text{MEDIA}^2 =$ Measure of visibility by the frequency of company news in Detik.com quadratic function;

$\text{ASSETS} =$ Control variable - natural logarithm of total assets;

$\text{ROA} =$ Control variable - Return on assets;

$\text{DER} =$ Control Variable - Debt to equity ratio

$\epsilon =$ Error term (permanent mistake estimate)

V. Results and Analysis

Statistic Descriptive

Table 4 presents descriptive statistics for all research variables. The findings reveal that only 193 companies of the observed Indonesian Listed companies scored CSR participation above the mean value which was 40.74%. While, the rest of the companies scored below the average of CSR participation value. These figures imply that Indonesian publicly listed companies still have low CSR participation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CSRP</td>
<td>CSR participation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANALYST</td>
<td>Number of analysts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIA</td>
<td>Frequency of news average</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSETS</td>
<td>Total Assets (in Billion)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROA</td>
<td>Return on Assets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DER</td>
<td>Debt to Equity Ratio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 exhibits the sectors with at least average level of CSR Participation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Number of companies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trading, Service, Investment</td>
<td>33 (16.33%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic and Chemical</td>
<td>28 (14.29%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate and Construction</td>
<td>25 (12.76%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>23 (11.73%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining</td>
<td>22 (11.22%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>18 (9.18%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Goods</td>
<td>17 (8.67%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport, Infrastructure, and Utility</td>
<td>16 (8.16%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>12 (6.12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Among the high CSR participants, most of the companies are those that are involved in the well-being of the environment and the welfare of the society, such as Indofood Sukses Makmur tbk, Medco Energi International tbk, Eagle High Plantation, Perusahaan Gas Negara, Sampoerna Agro tbk, and Bank Central Asia tbk.

Analyst Coverage

Findings reveal that only 89 out of 433 or 20.57% firms were followed by analysts. Most of publicly listed companies or 79.43% were not followed by the analysts at all. Therefore, the mean statistic of analyst coverage which amounts to 1.4319 is brought by few companies which were followed by many analysts.

It is interesting to find the fact of those 67 companies that have no analysts following, have more than 50% CSR participation level. Given that the analyst coverage reflects company visibility, this finding indicates that company of no visibility is motivated to practice CSR.

Among those observed companies, there are 27 firms that have at least 10 analysts following them, such as Bank Central Asia tbk, Semen Indonesia tbk, Astra Agro Lestari tbk, Indofood CBP Sukses Makmur tbk, Kalbe Farma tbk, and Bumi Serpong Damai tbk. The average CSR Participation for these 27 high visible companies is also more than 50%, which is considerably high.
Meanwhile, the average CSR participation for companies that have less than 10 following analysts is 40%. However, among firms with less than 10 following analysts, 42% firms perform CSR at an average level of 51%. Table 6 shows the summary of firms that were followed by Analyst.

Table 6 also shows that three top companies that are widely followed by analysts are from real estate and construction, and trading, service and investment, and finance sectors. It is interesting to see that in year 2012, analysts prefer to follow those three sectors. However, it can be explained by the condition of those sectors. PT Mega Capital Indonesia’s analysis found the sector of trading, service, and investment has experienced highest growth during 2011-2015 compared to the other sectors (Cakti, 2015). In addition, an analyst from Indo Premier Securities stated that in 2012, stocks in financial and property sectors performed really well and are largely transacted by investors (Viva, 2012). This indicates that market analysts tend to follow stocks of companies that are highly prospective and have positive outlook.

### News Coverage

Even though, the mean of news coverage is 4.7760, there are 192 companies or 44.34% from total observed companies that are not covered at all in the news during 2012. However, the CSR practices of 40 companies are above the average. Given the news coverage which reflects company visibility, similar with analyst coverage, this finding also indicates that not visible companies are also motivated to practice CSR. Finding for companies of high news coverage is also similar with what occur in analyst coverage. Furthermore, 55 companies that were covered at least 10 times in the news practice, the CSR participation is more than 50%.

The finding also shows that the average CSR Participation for companies that have been covered less than 10 times is 39%, which almost reaches the average CSR participation level. However, among companies that are covered in news less than 10 times, there are 90 companies which performed CSR at the average level of 54%. These findings reveal the tendency of non linear relationship between news coverage or firm visibility and CSR participation. Table 7 exhibits the sectors with firms that have at least been covered 5 times.

### Table 7 Firms with At Least 5 Times News Coverage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Number of firms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trading, Service, Investment</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport, Infrastructure, and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utility</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate and Construction</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Goods</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic and Chemical</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three top companies that have high news coverage are from trading, service and investment, transport, infrastructure and utility, and real estate and construction sectors respectively. This finding may be explained by the fact that in 2012, government established regulation called Undang-undang (UU) Republik Indonesia No.2/ 2012 and Presidential Regulation called Peraturan Presiden Republik Indonesia (PERPRES RI) No. 71/2012. These regulations about land acquisition for construction and infrastructure projects were expected to bring many benefits for the firms in these industries in building their projects (Mola, 2012). Therefore, in 2012, the firms in these industries launch many new big projects and media covered these events quite intensely. Moreover, along with those projects, several corruption and litigation cases in construction and infrastructure industries are also uncovered and are widely covered by the media. Furthermore, CSR news has low coverage in the news, which might be related to the average low CSR participation of the observed companies.
Total news from all observed companies is 2,068 news, which contain 71% positive news, 22% negative news, and 6% neutral news. Interestingly, 1% news is about companies CSR initiatives and negative CSR news, such as illegal forest fire which damaged the environment.

Table 8 provides all news categories. Positive news mostly covered about increasing financial performance, such as increase in profits, increase in stock price, dividend payment, success in obtaining financing for business operation, business expansion, launch of new products or services, achievements of certain awards, and positive outlook of companies’ events. Meanwhile, the negative news include decreasing financial performance, such as decrease in profits, stock suspension, struggle of debt settlement, corruption and other litigation cases, negative outlook for the companies. The neutral news mostly announced the General Meeting of Shareholders.

Regression Results

The purpose of this research is to capture the empirical evidence of argument of study conducted by Golrida et al. (2017), about the inverted u-shape relationship between firm visibility and CSR participation. This study uses two proxy of visibility which are analyst coverage and news coverage. Table 9 provides the result of the regression.

Model 1 until 3 on table 9 shows the regression without control variables. Model 3 is the regression between CSRP, ANALYST, and MEDIA. These models could explain well the relationship between firm visibility and CSR participation. The coefficient in model 3 indicates that this relationship is reflected in an inverted u-shaped curve. This pattern resulted from the positive and negative correlation between ANALYST and MEDIA variables toward CSR participation.

When the independent variables are regressed separately, the results show that the models are still good enough to explain the relationship between firm visibility and CSR participation. Model 1 in table 9, shows the result of ANALYST towards CSRP, the coefficient of this model is statistically significant and could be used to explain CSR participation. In model 2, the result of regression between MEDIA and CSRP is also significant and it can be applied to explain the relationship between news coverage and CSR participation. When three control variables are included in the model, the result of regression is still significant, and the model is fit.

Table 9 also provides the regression result for models 4 until 6. In Model 4, we could see that the variable ANALYST still significantly relates to CSR participation even though the significance level decreases a bit. In Model 5, we could see that the variable MEDIA also still significantly relates to CSR participation. The last model, which is Model 6, shows the regression result between ANALYST, MEDIA, ASSETS, ROA, and DER toward CSRP. The regression results show that ANALYST coefficient is statistically significant to explain CSR participation with 99% confidence level, MEDIA coefficients is also statistically significant to explain CSR participation with 90% confidence level.

However, the addition of control variables did not necessarily increase the significance of both variables of firm visibility, which are analyst coverage and news coverage. It is interesting to see that, the number of adjusted R² for model 3 is the highest, with the value of 16.69% for the adjusted R². This figure would not be significantly different from the adjusted R² of the other models, but it could show that the relationship between firm visibility and CSR participation are best explained with this model.

Table 9. Regression Result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Model 3</th>
<th>Model 4</th>
<th>Model 5</th>
<th>Model 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CSRP</td>
<td>0.0530***</td>
<td>0.0500***</td>
<td>0.0200**</td>
<td>0.0530***</td>
<td>0.0500***</td>
<td>0.0200**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANALYST</td>
<td>0.0200**</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0200**</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIA</td>
<td>0.0000***</td>
<td>0.0000***</td>
<td>0.0000***</td>
<td>0.0000***</td>
<td>0.0000***</td>
<td>0.0000***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSETS</td>
<td>0.0000***</td>
<td>0.0000***</td>
<td>0.0000***</td>
<td>0.0000***</td>
<td>0.0000***</td>
<td>0.0000***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROA</td>
<td>0.0000***</td>
<td>0.0000***</td>
<td>0.0000***</td>
<td>0.0000***</td>
<td>0.0000***</td>
<td>0.0000***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DER</td>
<td>0.0000***</td>
<td>0.0000***</td>
<td>0.0000***</td>
<td>0.0000***</td>
<td>0.0000***</td>
<td>0.0000***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Asterisks indicate significance at p<0.10 (*), p<0.05 (**) and p<0.01 (***)

Since analyst coverage and news coverage are proxies of firm visibility model, the overall regression model provided on table 9 shows that the models are good and can be used to explain the relationship between firm visibility and CSR participation level with the F-stat significance levels within the 99% confidence level.

Table 10. Correlation Coefficient Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CSRP</th>
<th>ANALYST</th>
<th>MEDIA</th>
<th>ASSET</th>
<th>ROA</th>
<th>DER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CSRP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3671267</td>
<td>0.282894</td>
<td>0.1890989</td>
<td>0.096366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANALYST</td>
<td>0.3671267</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5585224</td>
<td>0.5873098</td>
<td>0.1693958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIA</td>
<td>0.282894</td>
<td>0.5585224</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5355644</td>
<td>0.0334244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSET</td>
<td>0.1890989</td>
<td>0.5873098</td>
<td>0.5355644</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.0106981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROA</td>
<td>0.096366</td>
<td>0.1693958</td>
<td>0.0334244</td>
<td>-0.0106981</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DER</td>
<td>0.030118</td>
<td>-0.027681</td>
<td>0.076499</td>
<td>0.067859</td>
<td>-0.034333</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To show that the regression models in this research are free from the issue of multicollinearity, table 10 presents the correlations between all the independent variables used in this research. The table indicates low
correlations of each pair of variables, and the result shows that no correlation value is more than 0.8, meaning that there is no serious multicollinearity problem in this regression model. Furthermore, regression models in this paper applied the White Heterokedasticity Consistent Standard Errors and Covariance. Table 11 shows the heterokedasticity white test result, where the prob. Chi-square value is 0.9795, indicating that there is no heterokedasticity problem in this regression model since 0.9795 is more than the significance levels of 0.01, 0.05, and 0.1.

VI. Discussion

Findings of this study reveal that analyst coverage forms the inverted U-shape relationship with CSR participation. The previous research done by Ioannou & Serafeim (2010) found that the firms with higher analyst coverage tend to achieve higher corporate social performance, since they need to maintain their reputation. This is also because analysts could serve as external monitoring system towards the company (Chou & Shiah-Hou, 2007). However, Adhikari (2014) found negative relationship between analyst coverage and CSR participation. The reason is that companies have to meet analyst’s expectations or estimations towards their financial performance; thus, they will cut back what they deemed as unnecessary spending including CSR activities.

A finding of this study also reveals that media coverage forms inverted U shape relationship with CSR participation. However, the previous research (Kang & Kim, 2013) found that the relationship between news coverage and CSR performance does not necessarily to be only positive or negative. The effect will most likely be positive only when the tone of the news is negative, while there might be low or no effect when the tone of news is positive. These findings in this study are in accordance to the previous studies, that there is no guarantee of the direction of relationship between firm visibility and CSR participation.

Since analyst coverage and media coverage are both the proxies of visibility, this study indicates that the relationships between firm visibility and CSR participation are reflected in an inverted u-shaped curve. This result is in accordance to Golrida et al. (2017) argument, which proposed inverted u-shape relationship between firm visibility and CSR participation in developing countries.

The findings of this research also strengthen Golrida et al (2017) argument that Udayasankar (2008) hypothesis only applied in developed countries. The previous research done by Trencansky & Tsaparlidis (2014) also prove that Udayasankar (2008) hypothesis which proposed U-shape relationship between firm size and corporate social responsibility is applied in developed country.

The inverted u-shape relationship between firm visibility and CSR participation shows that when the company is still not too visible, it will increase CSR participation. However, at certain point, when the companies already have high visibility, there is a tendency for the firms to decrease their CSR participation. This situation occurs because of the culture of Indonesian people that become careless or reckless whenever they already achieve the highest position. This causes the firms to feel that there will be unnecessary to conduct CSR initiatives to increase public’s awareness of the company, or other specific reasons that results in the decline in their CSR performances.

VII. Conclusion

This research assessed the relationship between firm size and CSR participation in Indonesia using visibility approach. The analysis was performed using cross-sectional analysis of Indonesian publicly listed companies for the year 2012. Both proxies of visibility, which are the analyst coverage as well as news coverage, have positive and negative relationships with CSR participation. Furthermore, the relationship between those two variables and CSR participation also shows significant relation, forming an inverted u-shaped curve relationship.

The positive correlation happened between low to medium visibility companies and the negative correlation happened between medium to highly visible companies. This result indicates that the companies with medium level of visibility achieve the maximum level of CSR participation. Such indication could mean that the certain small-to-medium visible firms see CSR as a good source to visibility of the companies. Meanwhile, the highly visible firms that are already publicly well known tend to become reckless and feel that it will not be necessary to conduct CSR since they are already in strong position in the market.

The findings of the research show that large sized companies in developing countries do not yet
exercise their social responsibility optimally. The fact revealed by the study explain the existence of resource curse in developing countries which are rich in natural resources, as stated by Wiig & Kolstad (2010). Therefore, the results of the study is a good reference for government of developing countries in evaluating the contribution of large sized especially MNC. In a developing country such as Indonesia currently, there is a trend of utilizing companies’ CSR practices to support government programs. The findings of the study are expected to become a good reference in making CSR related policies and regulations in order to make sure that large sized companies especially MNC fulfill their social responsibility as it should be.

For further research, it may be suggested to re-examine samples from other countries to confirm the form of relationship between size and CSR participation and to enrich macro analysis regarding CSR practices among countries. Researchers may also expand the period of the firms that are being observed so that the results will be able to capture more of the movements of the relationship between firm visibility and CSR participation. By adding more periods to the observations, the results will be more accurate, since companies’ CSR behaviors tend to change from time to time. Additionally, more countries may be included as the observations to obtain a bigger picture whether the proposed relationship in this paper between firm visibility and CSR participation also applies to other developing countries. Researchers may specify the research to only a certain particular sector or industry to see whether the pattern of relationship would be different between sector or industry to the others, since firms in certain industry would have different perspective and demands regarding the socially responsible behaviors.
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Appendix:

List of CSR Disclosure

Environmental
1. Pollution control, research and development expenditure to alleviate pollution
2. A statement indicating that the operation of companies causes no pollution or fulfill the provisions of the laws and regulations of pollution
3. Statements showing that pollution operation has been or will be reduced
4. Prevention or environmental repairment due to natural resources utilization, for example land reclaims or reforestation
5. Natural resources conservation such as recycling glass, iron, oil, water and paper
6. Utilization of recycling material
7. Receiving award relate to environmental reservation made by company
8. Design facility environmental friendly
9. Contributing in art which embellish environment
10. Contribution in historic buildings restoration
11. Waste recycling
12. Monitoring environment impact
13. Environmental protection
14. Using energy in more efficient way in operations
15. Utilizing recycling goods for producing energy
16. Disclosure of energy saving as a result of products recycling
17. Deliberation of company effort in reducing energy consumption
18. Disclosing the increasing of product efficiency energy
19. Research to support energy efficiency
20. Disclosing company’s energy policy

Social
1. Reducing pollution, irritation, or risk in work environment
2. Promoting safety labor and physical or mental health
3. Disclosing statistic of work accident
4. Comply with regulation of health standard and safety working
5. Receiving award pertaining to safety working
6. Establishment of safety working committee
7. Participating research to enhance safety working
8. Disclosing labor health service
9. Recruiting or employing woman or people with disabilities
10. Disclosing the percentage / number of woman /people with disabilities in managerial level position


11. Disclosing the purpose of employing woman/people with disabilities in organization
12. The program to progress labor woman / people with disabilities
13. Training employees through a particular program at work
14. Giving financial support to educate employees
15. Establish training centre for employees
16. Disclosing guidance or counselling towards employee whom are processed for resignation or whose made a mistake
17. Disclosing the plan for housing employees
18. Disclosing recreation facilities
19. Disclosing post employment benefits
20. Disclosing policy relate to salary
21. Disclosing the number of labor in the company
22. Disclosing the managerial level position in company organization
23. Disclosure of staff disposition - where staff placed
24. Disclosing the number of staff, tenure, and their age group
25. Disclosing labor statistics, e.g. sales per labor
26. Disclosing qualification labor who were recruited
27. Disclosing employees stock ownership plan
28. Disclosing other profit sharing plan
29. Disclosing information relate to management relation with employees in improving satisfaction and motivation work
30. Disclosing information relate to job stability and the future of company
31. Inform employees report separately
32. Inform relationship between company and trade union
33. Report employees action and breakdown
34. Disclosing the information of how the actions of labor are negotiated
35. Improvement working conditions in general
36. Provide information of company reorganization that affects employees
37. Provide information and statistic of labor turnover
38. Disclosing the information of product development including the packaging
39. Provide the figure of research and product development expenditure
40. Disclosing the information of research and development project for improving the product
41. Disclosing that the company product meet safety standard
42. Produce product which safer for consumer
43. Participating in research towards company product safety
44. The disclosure of improving cleanliness / health in product processing and setup
45. Disclosure of information on a company product safety
46. The disclosure of product quality information that reflected in receipt of the award
47. Verifiable information that the quality of the product has increased (for example ISO 9000)

Economic
1. Donation including cash, product, service to support social, education and art activities
2. Part-time employment of the students
3. A sponsor to project community health
4. Help medical research
5. A sponsor for the conference of education, colloquy or an exhibition of art
6. Funding the scholarship program
7. Open facilities to the community
8. Sponsoring a national campaign
9. Support the development of local industry
10. Research towards customer satisfaction
11. Make effort to provide renewable energy
12. Disclose the impact of infrastructure development
13. Statement that product has complied with government regulation/certified
14. Disclose health service for contract labor
15. The disclosure of company purpose / policy in general pertaining to social responsibility to the community
16. Information relating to corporate social responsibility than those mentioned above